
Uninsulated covers 
For pergolas or carports

QUICK COVER - EASY COVER - OMNI COVER

The Quick Cover provides perfect shelter in most situations. 
The Easy Cover offers limitless technical and aesthetic  
possibilities. In addition, there is also the curved design of the 
Omni Cover, which is very popular as a carport system.
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QUICK COVER



YOUR BUILDER 
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PROPERTIES OF UNINSUL ATED COVERS

QUICK COVER EASY COVER OMNI COVER

Budget *** ** **

Inclination 7,5° 8° to 20° Arch

Width Up to 3 m Up to 5.5 m Up to 4 m

Glass Yes, such as 44.2 safety glass Yes, such as 44.2 safety glass -

Polycarbonate Up to 16 mm Up to 32 mm Up to 10 mm

Spotlights Possible in girders Possible in girders and gutters -

Roof girders 92 mm 112 mm 28 mm curved girders

Drainage Invisible built-in drainage

Gutter Characterful or soft look Timeless, characterful or soft look Timeless look

OMNI COVER
The ideal protection against rain

A complete system of extremely slen-
der, curved aluminium support pro-
files which are suitable for the con-
struction of carports, skylights and 
awnings. The well-thought-out de-
sign results in an ideal combination 
of elegance, high light transmittance 
and structural strength.

Thanks to the low weight of the materials used (aluminium and polycar-
bonate), this structure can be applied to any solid surface without spe-
cial provisions.

The round support poles also have a water drainage function. Depend-
ing on the situation, both the width (multiple modules next to each other) 
and the depth of the system can be expanded.

EASY COVER
Makes everything possible

The Easy Cover roofing system offers you a wide range of options, inclu-
ding a variable inclination angle. All currently used fillings can be used 
as glazing for the cover: laminated glass or polycarbonate, up to 32 mm.

Extra attention has been paid to stiffness, which makes large spans 
possible, and the system is highly compatible with the S20 glass frame 
without the use of an additional intermediate post. Furthermore, diffe-
rent raised gutter profiles can be used to obtain the desired style.

QUICK COVER
The quick solution

Quick Cover is the best roofing system and offers a 
good price-quality ratio, which it achieves through the 
optimisation of the used materials and finishing with-
out having any negative effects on design and resist-
ance. The Quick Cover system is intended to provide 
a quickly and properly constructed structure for the 
most common situations at a very competitive price.

The Quick Cover system has a fixed inclination of 7.5° 
and can be finished with a rounded or with a gutter in 
soft or characterful look.


